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Spherical Waves

!

A spherical wave propagates radially outward
from the source (for instance, your cell phone).

!

The energy propagates equally in all directions.

!

The intensity is:

The average power is the
same through any spherical
surface centered on the
source.
!

Intensity will decrease as r
increases.
!

Polarization of Light

!

!

!

!

Light from the sun is produced by the
vibrations of multitude of atoms located there.
Each atom produces a wave with its own
orientation of the electric field.
All directions of the
electric field vector are
equally possible and are in
a plane perpendicular to
the direction of
propagation.
This type of wave is known
as an unpolarized wave.

!

!

!

Polarization of Light
A wave is said to be linearly polarized if the
resultant electric field vibrates in the same
direction at all times at a particular point.
It is possible to polarize an unpolarized beam.
The most common
technique for
polarizing light is
called polarization
by selective
absorption.

Polarization of Light

!

!

!

!

In this technique, you use a material that
transmits waves whose electric field vectors in
that plane are parallel to a certain direction
(transmission axis).
This material also absorbs waves whose electric
field vectors are perpendicular to that direction.
This device is
known as a
polarizer.
The material is
known as a
Polaroid (1932).

!

!

Polarization of Light

!

When you place a second polarizing sheet (called the
analyzer) behind the polarizer, the intensity of the
polarized beam that is transmitted will vary as:
2

I = Io cos "
!

where Io is the intensity of the polarized wave
incident on the analyzer.

The angle θ!is the
angle between the
transmission axes of
the two polarizing
sheets.
This is Malusʼ Law.

Polarization of Light

!

!

!
!

The intensity of the transmitted beam is the
highest when the transmission axes are parallel.
The intensity is zero when the transmission axes
are perpendicular to each other.
This would cause complete absorption.
In the middle, the axes are at 45º and less
intensity occurs.

The Ray Approximation
The ray approximation is used in geometrical optics to
approximately represent beams of light.
!

We draw imaginary lines (known
as light rays) along the direction
of propagation of a single wave.
!

We can also represent this wave
with wave fronts.
!

A wave front is a surface where
the wave has the same phase and
amplitude.
!

The Ray Approximation
Light rays travel in straight lines in a given medium.

!

Light rays can cross. They do not interact with each other.
Two rays can cross without either being affected in any
way.
!

!

A light ray travels forever unless it interacts with matter.

It can interact with matter by either: reflection,
refraction, scattering or absorption.
!

Light ray can also bend around sharp edges (diffraction)
depending on the wavelength.
!

Ray Approximation: Barrier

A wave meets a barrier with λ<<d
(d is the diameter of the opening).
!

The ray approximation assumes
that the individual waves emerging
from the opening continue to move
in a straight line.
!

The wave meets a barrier with an
opening size on the order of the
wavelength: λ~d.
!

The waves undergo diffraction and
spread out from the opening in all
directions.
!

Ray Approximation: Barrier
The wave meets a barrier with an opening size
much smaller than the wavelength: λ >> d.
!

In this case, the opening can be approximated as a
point source.
!

Ray Model of Light

!

An object is a source of light rays.

Rays originate from every point on the object, and each
point sends rays in all directions.
!

If the object is far away, the rays will appear parallel to
the observer.
!

We make no distinction
between self-luminous objects
and reflective objects.
!

5) The eye sees by focusing a
diverging bundle of rays.
!

The Nature of Light
The incident light ray will move in a straight line
path as long as the medium does not change.
!

But, when it encounters a boundary with a second
medium, (at least) part of this incident ray is
reflected back into the first medium.
!

If the boundary is a
smooth surface, the
reflection is known as
specular reflection.
!

This means all the
reflected rays will be
parallel to one another.
!

The Nature of Light
If the boundary is a rough surface, the reflection is
known as diffuse reflection.
!

This means that the reflected rays will travel in a variety
of directions.
!

Diffuse reflection is how you can see most everyday
objects.
!

Although diffuse reflection
is more common, it is harder
to mathematically model than
specular reflection.
!

Law of Reflection
We define a normal (perpendicular line to the surface) at
the point where the incident ray hits strikes the surface.
!

The incident angle, θ1, is the angle that the incident ray
makes with respect to the normal.
!

The reflected angle, θʼ1, is the angle that the reflected
ray makes with respect to the normal.
!

The angle of incidence
is equal to the angle of
reflection.
!

Refraction of Light

Also, when an incident ray of light in a medium
encounters a boundary with a second medium, part
of this incident ray may enter the second medium.
!

The ray that enters the
second medium is bent at the
boundary.
!

This bending of the ray is
called refraction.
!

The incident ray, the
reflected ray, the refracted
ray, and the normal all lie in
the same plane.
!

!

Refraction
of
Light
For example, letʼs look at red laser light incident

upon a block of lucite. Ray 1 is called the incident
ray
! Ray 2 is the reflected ray from the air/
lucite boundary.
! Ray 3 is refracted
into the lucite.
Ray 4 is the
reflected ray from
the bottom lucite
boundary.
!

Ray 5 is refracted
into the air.
!

Refraction of Light

When light passes from one medium to another, it is
refracted because the speed of light is different in
the two media.
!

The index of refraction, n, of a medium can be
defined:
!

n is a unitless ratio (n is not necessarily an integer
in this context!)
!

!

For a vacuum, n=1 (exactly).

!

For all other media, n>1.

Indices of Refraction

Frequency Between Media

As light travels from one medium to another, its
frequency does not change.
!

Both the wave speed
and the wavelength do
change.
!

The wavefronts do not
pile up, nor are created
nor destroyed at the
boundary, so the
frequency must stay the
same.
"1 n 2
=
"2 n1
!

Snellʼs Law
“Fast to slow, light bends towards the normal.”

!

Or think of a car axle: one wheel stuck in mud
(slow), other wheel on pavement (fast) pivots around.
!

“Slow to fast,
light bends away
from the normal.”
!

This is the basis
for Snellʼs Law.
!

Refraction of Light
The angle of refraction depends upon the material
(by index of refraction) and the angle of incidence:
!

n1 sin "1 = n 2 sin " 2
where θ1 is the angle of
incidence (30o in the diagram).
!

!

θ2 is the angle of refraction.

n1, n2 are the indices of
refraction of the first and
second media, respectively.
!

Snellʼs Law

For example, for this specific case (air to glass
with an incident angle of 30.0o):
!

n1 sin "1 = n 2 sin " 2
n1
sin " 2 = sin "1
n2

$
'
n
#1
1
" 2 = sin & sin"1 )
% n2
(
$ 1.0003
'
" 2 = sin &
sin 30°)
% 1.52
(
#1

" 2 = sin#1 (0.329) = 19.2°

Concept Question

!

A light ray travels from medium 1 to medium 3 as
shown in the figure below. What can we say
about the relationship between the index of
refraction for medium 1 (n1) and the index of
refraction for medium 3 (n3)?
A) n3 > n1.

!

B) n3 = n1.

!

C) n3 < n1.

!

D) We cannot
compare n1 to n3
without knowing n2.
!

Discussion

!

Use Snellʼs Law twice:

Use the two Equations to
eliminate n2:
!

30o

Discussion

!

2nd way to solve the same problem

!

Use Snellʼs Law twice:
Drop the part with n2 that you do not actually need

!

Show that

!

since sin10º < sin20º

For Next Time (FNT)

!

Finish Chapter 24 homework.

!

Start reading chapter 25.

